The heavy-ion physics program at the ALICE and LHCb collaborations aims at studying the Cold Nuclear Matter (CNM) effects and revealing the properties of Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP) which is hot and dense QCD matter consisting of deconfined quarks and gluons produced under extremely high energy density. Hard probes, originate from the initial hard scatterings with large momentum transfer, are excellent tools to study heavy-ion collisions. In this contribution, we report recent results on hard probes in heavy-ion collisions from the ALICE and LHCb collaborations.
Introduction
Hard probes, such as jets and heavy flavours, are well calibrated probes, since they originate from initial hard scatterings with large momentum transfer (Q 2 ≫ Λ QCD ). They are calculable with perturbative Quantum ChromoDynamics (pQCD) and the final-state particle production in nucleonnucleon collisions is predictable with the factorization theorem [1] . The particle production in heavy-ion collisions is modified from the superposition of the binary nucleon-nucleon collisions due to several nuclear matter effects. Particularly, in high-energy heavy-ion collisions, the particle production is affected by several cold nuclear matter effects and effects from hot and dense QCD matter, known as Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP). Experimentally, the cold nuclear matter effects, such as shadowing and anti-shadowing of the nuclear parton distribution functions, can be studied in small system collisions, such as nucleon-nucleus collisions, and the properties of QGP are studied in nucleus-nucleus collisions.
In this contribution, recent results on the measurements of hard probes from ALICE and LHCb experiments are reported.
The ALICE and LHCb experiments
The ALICE detector [2] has been designed to study high energy heavy-ion collisions at the LHC. In ALICE, the measurements reported in this contribution are performed with the central barrel tracking detectors (|η| < 0.9), calorimeters (|η| < 0.7), and forward muon tracking system (−4 < η < −2.5). The LHCb detector [3] has been built to study the particles which contain b or c quarks (heavy-flavour). In the LHCb, all detectors are instrumented in forward region (2 < η < 5), which is unique coverage in comparison with the other experiments at the LHC. In addition, fixedtarget experiments using beam-gas interactions have been carried out by LHCb which are unique program at the LHC.
Jets in Pb-Pb collisions
The nuclear modification factor of jets in the most central Pb-Pb collisions at √ s NN = 5.02 TeV as a function of transverse momentum is shown in the Fig. 1 [4] . The jet production is suppressed by factor 2 or more and is interpreted as the result of in-medium parton energy loss. The results are compared with several energy loss model predictions [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . All models qualitatively describe the jet suppression but still there is a slight tension with the data quantitatively. Fig. 2 shows a jet substructure measurement in the most central Pb-Pb collisions at √ s NN = 2.76 TeV. Two hard prong substructure within jet cone is extracted by re-clustering and de-clustering with soft drop method [10]. The measured z g , which is the fraction of leading and sub-leading prongs transverse momentum taken by sub-leading prong, is shown here. The selected distance between the two prongs, ∆R, changes between the panels in Fig. 2 . For larger ∆R, suppression of the rate of symmetric splitting is found. A hint of enhancement of small angle splitting is also observed though it is not significant within current uncertainties. The results are compared to embedded PYTHIA pp reference and theoretical predictions [8, 9] . All results are qualitatively described by the predictions. This result may be a hint of less suppression of Λ c production though the results are compared for different centrality classes. Fig. 3 (right) shows the production ratio of Λ c and D 0 meson in
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Open heavy flavour production in Pb-Pb and p-Pb collisions
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Recent results on hard probes in heavy-ion collisions from ALICE and LHCb Ritsuya Hosokawa p-Pb collisions at √ s NN = 5.02 TeV [12] . The data at forward and backward rapidity range are described by the predictions with EPS09LO/NLO and nCTEQ15 nPDFs [13, 14, 15] . On the other hand, discrepancy between the data and the predictions is observed at mid-rapidity. This result may be a hint of non-universality of the fragmentation functions. A rising trend as a function of rapidity is seen at forward rapidity. This trend may be compatible with the mid-rapidity result although the trend is not so significant within uncertainties. The v 2 of the ϒ(1S) is smaller than that of J/ψ with about 2σ significance in 5-60% and 20-60% centrality intervals. The results are compared with the predictions and all results are consistent with the predictions within uncertainties. Fig. 5 shows the result of ϒ production for 1S and 2S states in p-Pb collisions at √ s NN = 8.16 TeV [19] . Fig. 5 (left) is the nuclear modification factor of ϒ(1S) and Fig. 5 (right) is the one of ϒ(2S). It is found that the suppression is stronger for ϒ(2S) than that of ϒ(1S). The results are compared to predictions [13, 20, 14, 15, 21] and are well described by predictions with comover model.
Quarkonia production in Pb-Pb and p-Pb collisions
Charm production in p-He and p-Ar collisions with fixed target configuration
The results of measurements of charm production in p-He and p-Ar collisions at √ s NN = 86.6
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Recent results on hard probes in heavy-ion collisions from ALICE and LHCb Ritsuya Hosokawa [13, 20, 14, 15, 21] .
Recent results on hard probes in heavy-ion collisions from ALICE and LHCb Ritsuya Hosokawa and 110.4 GeV with fixed target configuration are shown in the Fig. 6 [22] . The cross sections in p-He collisions are compared to predictions [13, 15, 23] . The predictions are scaled by a factor 1.78 in order to compare the shape of the distributions since total cross section is underestimated by the predictions. The differential yields with arbitrary normalization in p-Ar collisions are compared to predictions and the J/ψ results are also compared to interpolation from the results at the similar energy. As a result, no significant differences between data, predictions, and interpolations are observed. It suggests no evidence about strong intrinsic charm contribution within current uncertainties. Figure 6 : Differential J/ψ production cross sections for pHe (top left) and differential J/ψ yields for pAr (bottom left) collisions, and differential D 0 production cross sections for pHe (top right) and differential D 0 yields for pAr (bottom right) collisions, as a function of center-of-mass rapidity. The vertical lines express the quadratic sum of statistical and uncorrelated systematic uncertainties. The gray boxes express the correlated systematic uncertainties. The results are compared with HELAC-ONIA predictions [13] .
Summary
Both ALICE and LHCb detectors have excellent capability of tracking and calorimetry. The measurements with these detectors enable complemental study using different detector coverage of rapidity. In heavy-ion collisions, hard probes are well calibrated probes of heavy-ion physics. Various measurements of hard probes have been carried out by the ALICE and LHCb collaborations at the LHC Run1 and Run2 experiments. Heavy-flavours production are studied by both experiments and it allows us to access wide rapidity range. In ALICE, jet production and jet
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Recent results on hard probes in heavy-ion collisions from ALICE and LHCb Ritsuya Hosokawa substracture at mid rapidity range are studied by ALICE. In LHCb, fixed-target experiments using beam-gas interactions are carried out and it provides the unique opportunity to study nucleus-nucleus and proton-nucleus collisions on various targets. These heavy-flavour and jet measurements provide good tests for the pQCD and better understanding of the nuclear matter effects. During the current shutdown (LS2) of the LHC, both experiments are upgraded for the LHC Run3 [24, 25] . The physics capability in heavy-ion collisions will be enhanced by these upgrades and the further studies are promising.
